Introduction
Among applied economists, there is a general agreement that, for many practical problems, it is necessary to go beyond analytically tractable models to confront the theory with the data. For this reason, there has been a surge in the development of numerical methods designed to compute equilibria in problems that do not allow for analytical solutions.
To date, the big trade-off has been computing time versus accuracy of the solution. For example, some numerical methods rely on approximating nonlinear decision functions by linear functions. 1 Little computer time is required for calculating linear decision functions.
However, in some cases, the true decision functions are highly nonlinear, and, therefore, linear approximations are inaccurate.
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In this paper, I describe a method that is widely used in engineering applications such as structural analysis and aerodynamic design. The advantage of the method, often referred to as the finite element method, is that it narrows the computational time and accuracy trade-off. To demonstrate this, I apply the finite element method to the stochastic growth model studied by Taylor and Uhlig (1990) . They find that none of the methods that they applied performed well in all respects, and illustrate, through a battery of tests, the need for improved, less computer-intensive methods.
Of course, adding one more method to the list in Taylor and Uhlig (1990) does not change their main conclusion. They argue that researchers should not blindly apply numerical methods. It is necessary that the economic problem dictate which numerical procedure should be applied. For the growth example, I demonstrate that the finite element method works extremely well when applied to a case with an analytical solution. For cases that do not have an analytical solution, I show that the method yields similar decision functions to discretized dynamic programming in a fraction of the computing time. Finally, I show that the method can also be applied to problems with inequality constraints. In the growth example, inequality constraints arise from the assumption that investment is 1 See Kydland and Prescott (1982) for an example. Linear approximations are also inaccurate in models with large shocks. Braun and McGrattan (1993) , who consider very large fiscal shocks, use a finite element approximation such as that discussed here. My purpose here is to describe the method by way of simple examples. For a general treatment of the finite element method, see Hughes (1987 ) or Reddy (1992 .
positive for all realizations of the capital stock and the shock to technology. Thus, this article is intended to alert practitioners to a method that, for certain problems, is fast and accurate.
As a warm-up exercise, I first apply the finite element method to a simple textbook example. This is done in section 2. In section 3, I apply the method to the stochastic growth model. Concluding remarks are given in section 4.
A simple example
Let me start with a simple example. Consider the following differential equation: In the case of finite element methods, "close" means that the approximate solution satisfies the weak formulation of the problem in (1):
w(x) is a weighting function that satisfies (a) w(0) = 0 and (b) ^[w'{x)] 2 dx < oo.
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In the version of the finite element method that I use here, the functions f h (x) and w(x) are assumed to be piecewise linear, e.g. (x) , and require fewer grid points for resolving nonlinearities.
In figure 1, I display a typical shape function N a (x) . [-x + xd-x)
or, after integration,
The equation in (7) must be satisfied for any arbitrary but nonzero value for w 2 . Thus, In the next section, I compute the integrals using Gauss-Legendre quadrature.
The stochastic growth model
In this section, I apply the finite element method to a simple but widely used example in economics: the stochastic growth model. I consider three specific examples. For the first example, I choose a parameterization that allows for an analytical solution to the problem.
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See Press, et. al. (1986) for simple algorithms that calculate the weights, 7,, and abscissas, x,-, t = 1,..., m with inputs a, b, and m.
This example serves as a test case for evaluating the accuracy of the algorithm. The second example is an example from Taylor and Uhlig (1990). Since no analytical solution exists for the parameterizations that they consider, I compare the results for the second example with the results reported in Taylor and Uhlig (1990) . The third example is one studied by Christiano and Fisher (1993) who impose nonnegativity constraints on investment.
Statement of the problem
Let c t be consumption and k t be the capital stock at date t. Agents are assumed to maximize expected utility:
subject to the following resource constraint
is investment at date t. Note that 8 of the stock depreciates between dates f -1 and t.
The term 9 t k°_ 1 is the output produced with k t -i units of the capital stock if the level of technology is given by 9 t . For this example, I assume that the level of technology varies over time and the process for 9 t is given by
where e t is a serially uncorrelated, normally distributed random variable with mean zero and variance o\.
The first order conditions for the optimization problem in (8) imply that the following equations must be satisfied by the optimal decision functions for all values of k and 9:
and /(e) is the normal density function. The objective is to find the consumption function c such that residual R(k, 9; c) in equation (9) is approximately equal to zero for all values of k and 9. This is done in the next section.
Solution method
In this section, I describe how to apply a finite element method to the problem of section 3.1. As I noted in section 2, two choices must be made. I must decide on the space of functions from which I choose an approximation to the consumption function (c h ). I must also decide on a concept of "close" when seeking functions that approximately satisfy the first order conditions in (9).
For the functions, I choose from the space of piecewise bilinear functions. If the grid over the capital stock and the technology shock is rectangular, then each element can defined as a rectangular interval over k and 9. Consumption on element e is defined to be -£4,^,(4,*) (io)
where Aft., j = 1,... 4 are functions to be defined below and c ( e ;) , j = 1,... 4 are constants. The consumption function, unlike the function of section 2, is defined over two dimensions.
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In section 2, the functions on any element e are defined as a weighted sum of two linear functions. Here, the function on element e is a weighted sum of four functions.
In figure 4, I display a typical rectangular grid. The grid is divided into smaller rectangles called elements. The elements are marked by encircled numbers. Each point on the grid, or node, is numbered. When referring to the nodes of a particular element, it is convenient to refer to the local nodes, which are marked 1 through 4 and appear in parentheses in figure 4. To calculate consumption for element 3 of the example grid in figure 4, I need to know the values of the constants c^.j and the functions iV^fc, #), j = 1,2,3,4 defined on the rectangle with (global) nodes 3, 4, 7, and 8. From the two dimensional it is easy to see how higher dimensions can be handled.
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The subscript on N denotes the local node and the superscript denotes the element. Note that the bilinear function N' l) (k,0) is equal to 1 at (k e ,0 e ) and 0 at all other local nodes in element e. In general, the function JViJ. is equal to 1 at local node j and zero at all other local nodes in element e. With JVX» and the constants c^, j = 1,2,3,4 that are to be computed, I can calculate consumption for any point in element e.
I have defined the basis or shape functions for a typical element. I can also define them over the entire domain. Suppose that node a is at the intersection of four elements marked Clj ^2) ^3) an( i e 4-Since a is at the intersection of the four elements, it is a local node for each. Suppose that global node a is also local node (j) for element ej, j = 1,2,3,4.
Define The approximate consumption function can also be defined over the entire domain, e.g.,
where n is the total number of (global) nodes and c a is the value of consumption at node a.
Note that the constants c a , a = 1,.. .n, in equation (11) for the local node number 2 in element 3 is equal to the constant c 4 which is the value of consumption at the global node number 4.
The constants, c a , a = 1,... n, of the approximate solution in equation (11) then the problem is to find constants c" at all nodes a for which the capital stock is nonzero.
That is, the main computational task is to find the unknown constants c a such that I N a (k,9) R{k,9; c h )dkdd = 0, for all a e A.
The set A includes all nodes except those at the k = 0 boundary. Let c be a vector with elements c a ,a E A and denote the system of equations in (12) Integration is required to compute both the residual, R, in (9) For each (ki,9j) pair, i = 2,... ,fljfc, j = 1,...,ne, I
need an initial guess for consumption, c(ki, 0j). For integration, I need to choose an interval for the innovations in technology, c, and the number of points to be used for Gaussian quadrature when computing integrals in (9) and (12). For computing the integral in (9), assume that [e, e] is the interval and that m ( points are used in quadrature. For computing the integral in (12), I assume that a different number of quadrature points can be used for each element. Let m*^ denote the number of quadrature points used for integration with respect to the capital stock, k, on element e. Similarly, let me, e denote the number of quadrature points for integration with respect to the technology shock, 0, on element e.
In the next two sections, I illustrate the performance of the finite element method with two specific parameterizations. The first is a test case, for which we have a known solution. The second is an example studied by Taylor and Uhlig (1990).
A test case
If I assume that the capital stock fully depreciates each period (i.e., 8 = 1) and that the utility function is logarithmic (i.e., r = 1), then I can obtain an analytical solution to the problem stated in section 3.1. The decision function for consumption when 6=1 and r = 1 is given by
Investment, in this case, is 0a9 t k°_ i . Therefore, in this economy, the level of the capital stock tends to the value of (/3a) ] /
(1-Q)
for small values of a ( . The per-iteration computation time (excluding inputoutput overhead) is approximately 0.016 seconds. In the 36-element case, convergence is achieved in 4 iterations of (13) with 0.32 seconds for the entire computation. The periteration computation time is approximately 0.08 seconds. In figure 6 , I plot the exact solution, the finite element approximation with 10 elements, and the finite approximation with 36 elements for 8 = 1.15. The exact solution is given by the solid line, the 36-element approximation is given by the dashed line and the 10-element approximation is given by the scatter plot with '+'. Notice that in both cases, it is difficult to distinguish the approximation from the exact solution. Taylor and Uhlig (1990) 10 All computation times reported in this paper are based on runs of Fortran code on a Silicon Graphics Indigo R-4000.
An example from
In the examples of Taylor and Uhlig (1990) , the rate of depreciation is equal to zero (i.e., 6 = 0) and no analytical solutions exist. In this section, I consider their 'case 2' which has 6 = 0, r = 1.5, = 0.95, a = 0.33, p = 0.95, and a e -0.1. I assume that the upper bound for the capital stock is k = 25. In the interval [0, 5] , the partition is given by [0, .01, .05, .13, .29, .51, 1.15, 2.43, 5] , which puts a cluster of points where the gradient is large.
Nodes between 5 and 25 are equally spaced with partition length equal to 2.5. Therefore, the number of points for the grid on k is 17. The partition for the technology shock is given by 0 = [.4, .7, 1, 1.3, 1.6] . I set the number of quadrature points for integration with respect to the capital stock and the technology shock equal to 3 in each element, i.e.,
Tne, e = 3, rrik,e = 3 for all e. For integration over e, I set the number of quadrature points, m ( , equal to 10. For the initial consumption function, I use . I4(8k° + 1 -8) . This initial guess assumes that a constant fraction of output is used for consumption and a constant fraction is used for the purchase of new capital. The fraction 0.14 is chosen because it implies that the correct marginal propensity to consume when a t is small. I assume that the iterations in (13) 
An example with inequality constraints
If there are inequality constraints that bind for certain values of the capital stock and the technology shock, the algorithm as described in section 3.3 will not enforce the constraints. Suppose for example, that investment cannot fall below zero. Then, the solution to the problem of section 3.1 must satisfy c(*,-i,*,)<
Can we modify the problem or the algorithm so that the solution satisfies (14)?
The approach that I take here is to modify the problem. In particular, I replace the objective function of (8) There are two main advantages of the penalty functions over the method that is applied by Christiano and Fisher (1993) . First, with the approach that I use here, I do not compute the points at which the constraint binds. Christiano and Fisher (1993) assume that at some level of the capital stock, k, the constraint is binding and it is binding at all levels of the stock above k. In computing the consumption function, they use the fact that some k exists and impose the constraint in (14) at all levels of the capital stock above k.
Thus, they have to find the value of k where the constraint binds. However, in problems with more than one continuous state variable, it is difficult to keep track of the regions where the constraints bind. The second advantage of the approach taken here is that I do not have to calculate the Lagrange multipliers associated with the constraints in (14).
For an example, consider the parameterization of the model used by Christiano and Fisher (1993) . In their case, they assume that 0 = 1.03" 25 , 6 = 0.02, a = 0.3, r = 1, and that 0 t is independently and identically distributed. The technology shock, 0 t , takes on the value exp(.22) with probability 1/2 and exp(-.22) with probability 1/2.
In figure 8 , I plot the finite element approximations for the investment function for the unconstrained and constrained problems. Notice that the constrained and unconstrained
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See Fletcher (1987) for more details on penalty functions.
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solutions are approximately the same at levels of capital stocks where the constraint doesn't bind. For the constrained problem, equation (14) satisfied to within 5xl0 -5 . For both the constrained and unconstrained problems, the interval for the capital stock is taken to be [15, 51] with subintervals of length 1. 3 (1) 8 (3) 4(2) 
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